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ABSTRACT 

In the present pattern of the world, the innovations have propelled so much that the greater part of the people 

inclines toward utilizing the web as the essential medium to exchange information starting with one end then 

onto the next over the world. There are numerous conceivable approaches to transmit information utilizing web: 

through messages, visits, and so forth. The information progress is made extremely straightforward, quick and 

exact utilizing the web. However, one of the fundamental issues with sending information over the web is the 

"security threat" it poses that is personal or confidential information can be stolen or hacked from multiple 

points of view. In this way, it turns out to be imperative to think about information security, as it is a standout 

amongst the most basic factor that needs consideration amid the procedure of information transferring before 

exchanging.  

 Along these lines, there is a requirement for web security framework which would help laymen to transfer 

documents safely on the web. The secure image processor can be integrated with the greater part of the web 

applications and thus can give security to applications facilitated on the web. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Security is a critical aspect, be it concerning a living or non-living element. Security increases high significance 

as the idea of framework or data took care of by framework ends up plainly touchy. Both individual PC 

framework and Internet, all in all, has continually been the target of cyber-attacks. 

 In this document we define the overall requirements for "WEB SECURITY SYSTEM". Secure document 

administration is a web security framework that can be utilized for securing records like images (executable 

files), content documents etc .on the web. It depends on PHP and is one step solution for a wide range of threats, 

viruses, rootkits, exploits, trojans that may deface the web application. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Most of the existing web systems are checking only for extensions while uploading the files on the web such as 

images, pdf files doc files, audio files, or video files. These systems are not looking for the content what 
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actually is uploaded to the server. Most of the websites get defaced due to this problem, as any malicious user 

can come and add malicious content to the actual content and gives it as a valid extension which the web 

system is allowing and the file get uploaded successfully as only the extensions are checked not the contents 

which lead to the security threats in these systems. Image bound viruses are the common example which is 

defacing the millions and millions of the websites.  

Since the impact of security beach can be very high, we develop a single system comprising both images as 

well as file processor, which provide the greatest security to web users while uploading their files on the web. 

Our software can be also used as a plugin by extension which the web system is allowing and the file gets 

uploaded successfully as only the extensions are checked not the contents which lead to the security threats in 

these systems. Image bound viruses are the common example which is defacing the millions and millions of the 

websites.   

Since the impact of security beach can be very high, we develop a single system comprising both images as 

well as file processor which provide the greatest security to web users while uploading their files on the web. 

Our software can be also used as a plugin by other software by simply integrating this plugin into their 

respective software to provide security. 

III. BRIEF IDEA 

A web security framework that enables the clients to transfer documents, for example, images securely on a 

web application. It is the one-step solution to stop a wide range of malware, for example, viruses, Trojans, 

exploits, spyware. This product is outlined in PHP(hypertext processor) and it checks for the record expansions, 

for example, jpg, Png, Gif, pdf, doc, docx it checks for the header types of the images and sweeps the substance 

for the malevolent information. if any sort of malignant information discovered it will expel it and gives the 

client the pernicious free substance and along these lines shields the sites from getting damaged. 

IV.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

4.1 Adobe Dreamweaver 

Adobe Dreamweaver is a web design and development application that provides the visual WYSIWYG editor 

(colloquially referred to as Design view) and a code editor with standard features such as syntax highlighting 

code completion, and code collapsing as well as more sophisticated features such as real-time syntax checking 

and code introspection for layout design and code generation hints to assist user in writing the code.  

Dreamweaver features an integrated browser for previewing developed web pages in the program’s own 

preview pane in addition to allowing the content to open locally installed web browsers. It provides transfer and 

synchronization features, the ability to find the replace line of text or code by search terms or regular 

expressions across the entire sites without server-side includes or scripting. The behavior panel also enables the 

use of basic javascript without any coding knowledge, and integration with Adobe’s Spry Ajax framework 
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offers easy access to dynamically generated content and interfaces. Dreamweaver can use third-party 

“Extensions” to extend the core functionality of the application, which any web developer can write. 

Dreamweaver is supported by a large community of extension developers who make extensions available for 

most web development tasks from simple rollover effects to full-featured shopping carts. Dreamweaver, like 

other HTML editors, edits files locally then uploads to them to the remote web server using FTP, SFTP, 

WebDAV. Dreamweaver CS4 now supports the subversion (SVN) version control system [1]. 

4.2.  Malware 

Malware might be stealthy, planned to take data or keep an eye on computer users for an expanded period 

without their insight, as Regin, or it might be intended to cause hurt, regularly as sabotage (eg. Stuxnet), or to 

blackmail payment (Cryptolocker). 'Malware' is an umbrella term used to allude to assortment types of 

threatening or nosy programming, including computer infections, worms Trojan steeds, ransomware, spyware, 

adware, scareware, and different malignant projects. It can appear as executable code, contents, dynamic 

substance, and another programming. Malware is regularly camouflaged as, or implanted in non-pernicious 

records. Starting at 2011 the larger part of dynamic malware dangers were worms or Trojans as opposed to 

infections. Malware short for malignant programming is any product used to disturb computer task, accumulate 

delicate data, or access private computer frameworks. Malware is characterized by its malevolent purpose, 

acting against the prerequisites of the computer users and does exclude programming that causes accidental 

damage because of lack. The term badware is here and there utilized, and connected to both genuine noxious 

malware and accidentally destructive programming. In law, malware is in some cases known as PC control, as 

in the lawful codes of a few US states. 

4.3.  Viruses 

The computer program typically covered up with another apparently harmless program that produces duplicates 

of itself and additions them into other program or records, and that for the most part plays out a malignant 

activity. 

4.4. Trojan Horses 

For a malicious program to achieve its objectives, it must have the capacity to keep running without being 

identified, closed down or erased.at the point when a noxious program is veiled as something ordinary or 

alluring, clients may accidentally introduce it. This is the system of the Trojan stallion or Trojan. In wide terms, 

Trojan steed is any program that welcomes the client to run it, covering destructive or noxious executable code 

of any depiction. The code may produce results instantly and can prompt numerous unwanted impacts, for 

example, scrambling the client's records or downloading or actualizing further malignant usefulness.  

4.5. Rootkits 

Once a malicious program is introduced on a framework, it is fundamental that it remains covered, to maintain a 

strategic distance from recognition. Software bundles known as rootkits permit this disguise, by altering the 

host's working framework with the goal that malware has escaped the client. Rootkits can keep a noxious 
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procedure from being obvious in the framework's rundown of procedures, or shield its records from being 

perused. 

4.6. Backdoors 

A backdoor is a technique for bypassing ordinary verification systems, as a rule over an association with the 

system, for example, the web. Once a system has been traded off, at least one secondary passages might be 

introduced with a specific end goal to permit access in future, imperceptibly to the client. 

 

V. RELATED WORK 

A lot of work has done with respect to different types of attacks mainly on the internet and security against these 

cyber-attacks. Control hijacking has been one of the oldest and yet simplest way of realizing a cyber attack. 

The significant objective of such attacks is to assume control over the objective machine. This sort of taking 

over is accomplished by executing subjective code by seizing application control stream. Execution of 

subjective code in such cases is accomplished by utilizing dialect inadequacies or some different sorts of 

programming mistakes achieved by executing discretionary code by commandeering application control stream. 

[1, 3]. 

The procedure for the attack is given as:  

1. Comprehend stack outline structure and substance. 

2. Choose a helpful cradle, ordinarily lying nearby return addresses or virtual table pointers 

3.  On the off chance that no such support exists, take a stab at putting vindictive cushion encompassed by 

objects/stack substance of enthusiasm by utilizing successions of memory distribution and free calls.  

4. Give substance to picked support to cause flood causing defilement of stack outline, return address, 

virtual table pointer, work pointers, or showering shell codes subjectively in stack region [4]. 

These attacks can vary from very simple to very skilled in terms of skill required for the DDoS attack, SQL 

injection attack, cross-site scripting attack, CSRF, Phishing, Cyber Attacks. 

   5.1   DDos Attack 

This type of attack can happen at any layer Application layer,  Link, TCP/UDP, payment,  the bitter truth is that 

current internet is not able to handle the DDoS attacks. Possible solutions have been found against DDoS attacks 

like Generic DDos solutions and network DDos solutions [5].  

  5.2   Sql. Injection 

SQL Injection is an attack where the victim is the database on the server in which an aggressor can infuse some 

code into the database as a piece of inquiry and can sneak into the database to discover the information like 

passwords, usernames and so forth. As indicated by the WASC (Web Application Security Consortium) reports, 

about 9% of the aggregates hacking occurrences revealed until 27th July 2006 were because of SQL Injection 

[6] 
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  5.3  Cross site scripting  (XSS) 

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) is unique in relation to SQL injection in the way that XSS focuses on the client‟ s 

program i:e the victim here isn't the database server, however, the client browser.XSS is a victim in which an 

attacker injects a few lines of scripting code into the yield of a web application which is at that point sent to a 

victim‟ s web program where the scripting code. Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities have been the bad 

dream of Web applications for a significant measure of time presently. Various mainstream sites including 

Facebook, Twitter, McAfee, MySpace, Junaid Latief Shah, IJECS Volume 3 Issue 3 March 2014 Page No.4066-

6068 Page 4067 eBay and Google have been the prime focuses of XSS misuses. The assault misuses ill-advised 

coding of your web applications enabling a programmer to infuse malevolent content into a web shape to enable 

them to obtain entrance or alter your application.ie uncalled for sterilization or separating of client input. The 

executable code of XSS is regularly composed in prominent scripting and programming dialects like JavaScript, 

VBScript, PHP and so forth enable them to obtain entrance or alter your application.ie uncalled for sterilization 

or separating of client input. The executable code of XSS is regularly composed in prominent scripting and 

programming dialects like JavaScript, VBScript, PHP and so forth. 

 

 

 

Fig1. Operation of XSS 

 

There is fundamentally no standard grouping of Cross site scripting however generally specialists separate these 

assaults in two fundamental types Persistent and non Persistent. A few specialists group XSS dangers as Type 0 

(DOM Based), Type 1 (Reflected) and Type 3 (Persistent) [7]. 

 

VI.COMMON MISTAKES 

Uploaded files speak to a critical hazard to applications. The initial phase of numerous attacks is to get some 

code to the framework to be attacked. At that point, the attacker just needs to figure out how to get code 

executed. Using a file upload enables the attacker to achieve the first step. The most regular misstep that the 
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majority of the web designers do while outlining the web application is that they approve the structures in such a 

way they just check the extensions of the file to be uploaded like jpg, jpeg, pdf, doc and so on instead of 

checking the genuine content   and MIME types of the file, which prompts the greatest security threat in the 

web. The outcomes of this unhindered file upload can vary, including complete framework takeover, an over-

loaded file system or database, forwarding attacks to backend frameworks, and straightforward disfigurement. It 

relies upon what the application does with the transferred record and particularly where it is put away. 

 

VII.PROPOSED DESCRIPTION 

7.1 Primary Scope:  

To make the users to upload the pertinent document just and to ensure images that can be executed to deface a 

website does not contain Backdoors and Trojans. With, the expansion in the utilization of applications over the 

web, a framework to helpfully deal with the information is editable. As an answer web secure file managers can 

be utilized to oversee documents and envelopes effortlessly through a web browser, for example, internet 

explorer, Firefox, chrome, safari and so forth. File sharing is fundamental to schools colleges and business. Set 

up a business can stand to have business record server, be that as it may, others may want to remain with free or 

open source file browser choices. File sharing on the web can likewise be a valuable instrument for overseeing 

individual media, for example, images, videos, and music. There is numerous cloud-based alternatives 

accessible anyway however they are only attacked vulnerable and not secure when your information is 

transferred they check only for the valid extension and subsequently it is conceivable to upload files in the wake 

of changing the augmentation. The secure web explorer checks the file extensions as well as the file content for 

the significance. 

7.2 Key Feature: Content reading and Image creation. 

Secure file explorer has speedy availability as a website. The program is upheld by all significant web programs. 

Secure file explorer can without much of a stretch adjust to little screen gadgets. IOS application empowers an 

agreeable utilization encounter on iPhone and I cushion. A web server with PHP 5.1 or last is adequate to run 

secure file explorer. 

7.3 Why file upload forms are majority security threat. 

To allow a user to transfer documents to your website resembles opening another entryway for a malevolent 

client to trade off your server. Despite the fact that in the present current web applications, it is a regular 

prerequisite, since it helps in expanding your business proficiency. File uploads are permitted in informal 

community web applications, for example, Facebook and Twitter. They are permitted in online journals, 

gatherings, e-managing an account destination, YouTube and furthermore incorporate help entryways, to give 

the chance to the end client to effectively impart files to corporate representatives. Users are permitted to upload 

images, videos, avatars, and numerous different kinds of files.  

The greater usefulness gave to the end user, the more noteworthy is the risk of having a powerless web 
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application and the possibility that such use will be mishandled from vindictive users, to access a particular 

website, or to trade off a server is high.  

While testing a few web applications, we saw that a decent number of surely understood web applications don't 

have secure file upload forms. Some of these vulnerabilities were effortlessly abused, and we could access the 

file system of the server facilitating these web applications. We are presenting here 8 basic courses experienced 

securing file upload forms. 

Case1: Form upload without validation: A simple file upload form usually consists of an HTML form and a 

PHP script. The HTML form is the form presented to the user, while the PHP script contains the code that takes 

care of the file upload. 

Case2: Mime type Validation: Another regular slip-up that web designers make while securing the upload forms 

is to just to check for MIME returned from PHP. At the point when the file is uploaded to the server, PHP will 

set the variable to the MIME types returned by web browser the customer is utilizing. However, the file upload 

form validation can't rely upon this esteem as it were. A noxious client can without much of stretch upload 

forms utilizing a script for some other computerized application that permits the sending of HTTP POST asks 

for, which enable him to send a fake MIME type. 

Case3: Block dangerous Extensions: In different cases, we experienced file upload forms utilizing blacklist 

approach, as a safety effort. A rundown of hazardous extensions is compiled from the developer, and the 

entrance is prevented if the augmentation from securing the document being transferred is on the aggregated 

rundown.  

One primary detriment of utilizing blacklisting of document extensions is that it is relatively difficult to order a 

rundown that incorporates all the conceivable augmentations that an aggressor can utilize. For instance if the 

code is running in the facilitated condition, generally such situations permit countless Scripting languages, for 

example, pearl python Ruby and so on and rundown can be interminable. A vindictive client can without much 

of a stretch sidestep such check by uploading called "access", which contains the line of code like beneath as 

The extension is correct and you checked the document is really a Legitimate JPEG file according to its header. 

However, it could at present be a noxious JPEG utilizing one of the numerous image parser bugs to exploit 

customer downloading the file. There was no extraordinary protection against. Change over the JPEG to a GIF 

and back to JPEG, while changing overtake the image documenting content only and start Add Type 

application/x-httpd-php.jpg. The above line of code instructs apache webserver to execute jpg pictures as though 

they were PHP contents. The aggressor would now be able to upload a file with a jpg expansion, which contains 

the PHP code. Our adventurer beats every one of the issues and makes a one of a kind answer for all the online 

record investigate issues. 

 

     7.4   Eight basic rules we implement to secure file uploads  

          7.4.1       Create a new file name and rename to the old one:  
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We don't utilize the user provided filename as a filename on the local framework. Rather make claim erratic 

filename as it effortlessly validated. We include a serial number or a period stamp to stay away from unplanned 

crashes.  We also add a secret to the name to make it harder to guess the filename. 

6.4.2 Store the file outside of document root: 

In the event that the record root is/var/www/HTML, we make a registry/var/www/transfers and utilize it to store 

the uploaded files  that way, an attacker won't have the capacity to recover the files straightforwardly. This will 

enable us to give fine-grained get to control. The document won't be parsed by the server's application language 

module yet the wellspring of the record will be gushing. 

6.4.3 Check the file size:  

We set a most extreme file size in the upload file form, yet recollect it is simply warning. We make a point to 

check the file size after the upload is finished. We specifically mind not to permit the upload of compered files 

and later on compress them on the server. This situation is difficult to secure. 

6.4.4 Extensions are meaningless: 

The inspiration for this POST is the issue in. Be that as it may, even apache doesn't generally carry on the way 

you   anticipate that it will. Have a go at something in php x in Apache and chances are that php code will be 

executed. Its element is that in the event that you stream a file back to the client , the extension isn't what makes 

a difference however the content type header and the file header. It is best to utilize the "file" command on Unix 

to check the file type. In any case, even this a fool proof. It will simply check an initial couple of bytes. In PHP 

for instance, a file may begin with aGIf header , however later if the PHP engine sees "<php tag" it will joyfully 

decipher an implanted PHP content. 

6.4.5 Our Malware Scan:  

The extension is correct and you checked the document is really a Legitimate JPEG file according to it's header. 

However , it could at present be a noxious JPEG utilizing one of the numerous image parser bugs to exploit 

customer downloading the file. There was no extraordinary protection against. Change over the JPEG to a GIF 

and back to JPEG, while changing over take the image documenting content only and start creating image back 

from this content. This will probably strip out any vindictive component. 

 

6.4.6 Keep tight control of permissions:  

Any uploaded file will be claimed by the web server. Be that as it may, it needs just read/write authorizations. 

After the file is downloaded, you could apply extra confinements if this is proper. 

6.4.7 Authenticate file uploads:  

File uploads, specifically if these files are distinguishable by others without arbitrator survey must be 

authenticated. Along these lines it is atleast conceivable to track who transferred an offensive file. 

6.4.8 Limit the number of uploaded files: 
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We can constrain the file size however cant confine the  number of files uploaded in a request, we apply sensible 

points of confinement. We in a future will likewise be prepared for a DoS attack that just uploads the expansive 

number of small files. We can in a reality pick a suitable index structure  to limit the number of files per 

directory and pick an appropriate file system. 

 

VIII.SUGGESTED SOLUTION 

Below is the list of best practices that we enforce when  file uploads are allowed on websites and web 

applications. These practices can help us securing files upload forms used in web applications; We 

characterize a.htoaccess file that will just enable access to files with permitted extensions. We don't put 

the .htoaccess file in a similar directory where the uploaded files will be put away. It is set in the parent 

directory. 

A run of the mill .htoaccess file which permits just gif, jpg, jpeg and png files is incorporated the 

accompanying. This additionally keeps double extension attacks deny from all 

<Files~"^w+.(gif|jpe?gg|png)$">  

Order deny, allow  

Allow from all  

</Files>  

VIII.CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this paper is to develop a web security system which would help laymen to upload files securely 

on web. The secure image processor can be integrated with  most of the web applications  and hence can provide 

secutiy to applications hosted on the web.  

 

IX.FUTURE SCOPE 

At present the secure file processor will deal with some file formats only such as pdf, doc, docx and all image 

formats. But in future support for more extensions and file types will be added. At present the secure file 

processor deals with a single file at a time and in future support for batches will be added. The proposed system 

presently scans the image for virus and removes the infected data from images and outputs the secure images 

free of Malware and Viruses, we could opt for much sophisticated system that disinfect the other files such as 

mp3 , video which is another executable files on the web. When developed on a large scale, there are whole 

number of features that can be added  our wish-list such as drag-&-drop services wherein in a user could be 
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provided a set of features on one hand and inspite of all these, there could be many areas one could focus and 

improve upon for the nature of computer science and in particular web development is an ever changing science. 
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